


Basic Course Content

1. Introduction
* History of Numerology
* Why Chaldean Numerology is so powerful

2. Self-Aura Enhancement Technique
* Enhancing self to raise vibrations
* How to create protective layer around us
* How to raise intuitive power
* Why Astrologist/Numerologist are not millionaires

3. Detailed Description of 9 Planets
* Know the root cause and effects of planets
* Know the detailed attributes of compound numbers
* Learn about planets through mythological way
* How to identify different problems from same DoB combinations
* Special coverage on number 4,8 & 7

4. 81 Powerful Combinations
* In-depth analysis about all combinations
* Positives and Negative traits of each combination
* How to identify name number quickly for any combination
* Know the traits of a person just by looking at birth combination

5. Compound Numbers Theory (+-Analysis)
* Positives & Negatives behind each compound number     
* Revealing the precautions behind every positive compound number
* How to make best use of numbers in right time
* Which number & combinations have enmity with name number 5



6. Name Number Identification
* Practical approach to identify NN for any combination
* Learn to allot NN on fingertips without referring charts
* How to choose NN among 1,3,5&6
* Which combinations support name number in 2,7&9

7. Anti Number Theory
* What are anti numbers?
* Why every person does not get negative results from anti combinations?
* How to overcome from the negativity of anti-numbers ?
* Few examples of anti-numbers who are very successful and ruling their     
   respective industry

8. Important Combinations
* Know the powerful combinations beyond 81 which will grip your hold on     
   numbers
* Combinations which are helpful in knowing the deep secrets about the          
   person like Raj-Yog, Jailyog, Extramarital affair, Chances of foreign journey 
   and many more
* Know the effects of 2, 3 & 4 different numbers present in any DoB

9. Important aspects to identify Personality
* Know three powerful techniques to identify problem looking at DoB
* Learn the method of making best use of available numbers
* Are missing numbers really important? Know the facts behind missing    
   numbers
* Upgrade your life without the help of missing numbers
* Few remedies to empower your Birth Numbers

Bonus Inclusion:
Learn the powerful technique of Prediction for any Year. Till now we have 
achieved more than 90% accuracy in our forecast for year 2020, 2021 & 2022

 



Advance Course Content
1. Case studies 
* Case studies to identify positives & negatives in DoB numbers
* Detailed description about Zodiac Sign
* Know the behaviour pattern of client from DoB
* To identify perfect Name Number as per Birth, Destiny & Zodiac sign
* To identify Raj Yog in DoB numbers and Zodiac
* Learn the method to know in which cases number 8 born gives positive result
* How to give Raj Yog or positive date for a new born baby 
* Know in which case multiple number 7 does not bring discomfort in marital   
   life 

2. Name Correction: Method 1
* How to calculate name number backed by powerful energy?
* How to identify weakness & strength of any name number?
* Learn to predict through individual’s name
* Learn perfect placement of letters to generate positive energy
* Identify to place letters of same value at right place 
    For example: Mahesh Singh 
    Now if I want to add one extra “H” ,”,ich option should I choose
    a. Mahhesh Singh
    b. Maheshh Singh
    c. Mahesh Singhh
* How to read, guide & help the client who does not remember his DoB
* Learn the method to know 4 different hidden numbers in your DoB and     
   Name which are not visible

  3. Name Correction: Method 2
* The most powerful technique till date evolved by Chaldeans
* Powerful name technique to resolve financial matters(Business Growth,      
   Salary Increment, Job Transfer, Promotions, Name, Fame, Recognition etc)
* Powerful name technique to control excess temperament and to control   
   addiction
* Technique to resolve matters like Property disputes, Marriage issues, Divorce  
   and much more



* Learn to calculate the name number backed by strong frequency & vibrations
* Detail explanation as why some negative compound works wonder. For Eg:   
   Boman Irani (NN 29), Kapil Sharma (NN 31), Amitabh Bachchan (43), Priyanka  
   Chopra (47), Michael Jackson (44)
* Not every person is born with Raj Yog but such Raj Yogas can be created by     
   Chaldean name technique
* Identify problems or opportunity of a client by mere looking at his full name

4. Prediction Technique
* Prediction about client’s life journey for every year after name correction
* Which year will be best in terms of growth moneywise
* Risk involved years in terms of finances, health and relationship
* Prediction through Conjunction & Aspect of numbers
* Calculation of most powerful year of achievement 
* Detailed Case Study on Sushant Singh Rajput. How 2020 acted as a risky year  
   for him despite strong name and birth numbers
* Detailed case study on gangster Vikas Dubey. Learn how numbers played   
   important role in making him choose such line.
* Learn to make Chaldean Divine Triangle
* 28 is considered weak number by most of the numerologist. Learn why   
   Akshay Kumar & Allu Arjun with name number in 28 achieved great success

5. Powerful Remedies
* How to provide strength to our Birth numbers to get positive results
* Learn 2 effective methods of making Yantra’s of nine planets
* How to use, when to use, time frame, activation and procedure of using   
   Yantra’s
* Learn some magical tricks and calculation of numbers to influence your client
* Technique to enhance the energies of Name number to get quick results

6. Marriage/Partnership Compatibility
* Five different techniques to identify the compatibility of a Boy & a Girl
* Learn compatibility theory of a girl with her in- laws
* Know logic behind quick divorce in some cases soon after marriage
* How to save a divorce case with the help of number technique



7. Karmic Numbers
* Why only 13, 14, 16 & 19 are considered Karmic Numbers
* Reason & rituals behind Karmic Numbers
* How to deal and what are the remedies of Karmic Numbers
* Learn some deadly and some powerful outcome when Karmic numbers are   
   associated with other compound numbers

Corporate Course Content
1. Corporate Painting
* Learn to make powerful painting from your Dob
* Learn to make powerful painting from Date of Registration of the Company
* Technique to energise your DoB 
* Technique to energise your or Company’s name number through grid method
* Manifest your wish through painting
* How to attract customers or increase footfall through right placement of   
   painting
* Learn to make different paintings as per client’s profession or nature of   
   Business
* How to revive sick or dead business through power of painting

2. Identify Lucky Numbers
* Numbers such as 33, 37, 41, 42 or 46 are not lucky numbers. They are    
   positive  compound numbers. Get your Lucky numbers/Secret Birth Code   
   (3,4,5,6 digits lucky code) driven from your DoB
* Learn highly powerful method to derive lucky mobile number
* How to calculate lucky number for your Vehicle
* Know the unique method of calculating perfect House/Office 
   Number. Know why in some cases people living in house number 2, 4, 7, 8 or 9 
   get outstanding results
* Remedies for other religion and foreign clients



3. Logo Design
* How to make effective logo for any firm
* Why some logos fail and some give magnificent results
* How to create energies in a logo to make it live and happening
* Learn the techniques of powerful symbol & images used in a logo for               
   effective results. Why and what kind of images WhatsApp use in its chat 
   window
* Why 24 is considered the most luckiest number in Numerology. Does it suits  
   everyone ?
* Why certain gestures are used in some corporate ad’s and by few politician     
   and Bollywood actors
* Learn to make Corporate Visiting cards with powerful symbols
* Why Google, Pepsi, Jockey, Haldiram’s, Disney, Apple are some of the 
   companies with a track record of years in profitability.
* Learn some powerful numbers used in Business. For Eg: Why Rolex watches     
   use date 28 as display in their Ad’s
* Which numbers are used to gain in short term
* Learn to design the hierarchy of the company for its employees
* Why Facebook & Twitter are most powerful online platforms despite their     
   name number in total of 8
* Learn the core methods of making company Logo’s(why few companies are     
    ruling from years and some fail despite a good name number)

Add Ons
Backup support after the Course (Course is designed in such a way that you will 
become self-dependent in a month). 
You will be part of the WhatsApp group where we discuss on latest events 
and help you on your query.After Advance course you will be a certified 
numerologist and can practice anywhere in or outside India. 
During the course you will be provided with few PDFs, Formulae based Excel 
Sheets and Mobile apps.
Study material will be sent via courier after the completion of the course to 
your postal address along with the Certificate.

Regular updates on new research and ideas are shared in the group 



Basic to Advance Course Terms & Conditions: 

1. For complete Basic to Advance plan the scholar can book their seat with 
minimum booking amount of Rs 6,000 and remaining amount to be paid before 
the commencement of the Course. 

2. The lectures will be conducted in Hindi however your queries can be raised 
in Hindi or English both. The PDF, Excel sheet and Course material are in English 
language. 

3. Course material along with Certificate is sent via courier without any charge 
within India however for international courier the charges will be borne by the 
scholar. 

4. Due to any reason if scholar fails to attend the current batch, he/she can make 
a request for shift in upcoming batch. 

5. If the scholar fails to attend any one of the session due to some personal 
reasons than he/she will be allowed to attend the particular session in the 
upcoming batch. 

6. A nominal amount of Rs 6000 will be charged to the scholar who wants to 
repeat the session in future. 

7. The numerology sessions are conducted on ZOOM; therefore, kindly create 
your login ID in advance. Do keep the alternate internet connection ready if the 
current one incurs any problem. 

8. Only one login ID allowed from single participant

9. Due to security reasons please keep your videos compulsory in ON mode 
once you enter the Zoom session. Participant will not be allowed to attend the 
session if the video is in off mode



10. Keep a notepad as well a Pen to note down certain important points

11. Kindly strictly refrain yourself from any kind of audio or video recording.       
Anyone found with recording will not be eligible to attend the remaining  
session.

12. Scholars who require EMI option for the Fees can pay through their credit 
card to our RajorPay account and can convert their payment into monthly EMIs 
with the help of their Bank. Any extra charges (transaction fees) by Credit card 
will be born by the scholar itself.

13. Recordings for the initial three days are provided and for rest days Excel 
Sheets, PDFs and App will be shared via mail

14. There will be no sessions on Weekends ie Saturday & Sunday

Important Note:
This course is specially designed for understanding the core concepts of numbers 
and the candidates can use such concepts for the betterment of people through 
consultation. However, the participants should refrain themselves by using 
such methods in their own teaching workshops/classes. Candidates using such 
concepts in personal teaching will not be allowed for any updates or classes in 
future. I hope you understand that it takes lot of time and research to build a 
certain program. 

 




